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INTRODUCTION

"Ce qui embellit le désert... c'est qu'il cache un puits quelque part..."
(What makes the desert beautiful... is that somewhere it hides a well…)
Antoine de Saint Exupéry
The mission of the aMARTE team is to review the most recent discoveries on the Martian
environment, evaluate the different implications for human Mars exploration, and produce
a comprehensive set of scientific and technological recommendations for future
development.

aMARTE has been selected as the name representing the Mars Team Project. This choice
was motivated by the dual meaning the term conveys. aMARTE first stands for A Mars

Roadmap for Travel and Exploration, the official label the team has adopted for the
project. Alternatively, aMARTE can be interpreted from its Spanish roots "amarte,"
meaning "to love," or can also be viewed as "a Marte," meaning "going to Mars." This
play on words represents the mission and spirit of the team, which is to put together a
roadmap including various disciplines for a human mission to Mars and demonstrate a
profound commitment to Mars exploration.

The aMARTE title logo was developed based on sections of the astrological symbols for
Earth and Mars. The blue symbol under the team's name represents Earth, and the orange
arrow symbol is reminiscent of the characteristic color of Mars. The arrow also serves as
an invitation to go beyond the Earth and explore our neighboring planet.

WHY ARE WE GOING TO MARS?
he red planet has long intrigued humanity. Looking up in the
night sky, many have fantasized about potential life there. Past
findings revealing the harsh Martian environment led to the
belief that Mars was a dead planet. As we make new
discoveries, evidence seems to point towards Mars having once
been habitable, and potentially still containing life - most likely
in a different form from that imagined a century ago. These
findings have rekindled past fantasies and
will motivate further exploration of
Mars.
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Earth

offers the perfect
conditions for sustaining
and developing complex life
and ecosystems, while sheltering
us from radiation through its
magnetic field and atmosphere.
We call it home and we don't
know of any place like it in
the universe.
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In spite of the comfort of our home, the innate human thirst for
exploration pushed us in the past to the surface of the Moon. Half a
century later we have yet to go back; now it could be more than just a
symbol, it could stand as a stepping stone towards Mars.
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The Martian landscape suggests that there may have been flowing water on the surface until roughly
3.5 billion years ago. Understanding the environmental processes that caused Mars to become dry
and barren will ultimately deepen our understanding of our own planet. Because of the lack of
present tectonic activity, Mars has preserved records of its past and constitutes an exceptional
window on the history of our Solar System. Knowledge gained from early human exploration
will enable us to live with limited resources in the challenging environment of Mars. Lessons
learned from this exploration will teach us how to live responsibly on Earth.

Mars is comparable to Earth in many
ways, though it offers a less hospitable
environment. Orbiting farther from the
Sun, with much colder temperatures and
slightly longer days, it is roughly half
the size of our planet. Gravity is
significantly lower at its surface,
and the planet features no
global magnetic field and a
very thin atmosphere,
mainly composed of
carbon dioxide.
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Ever since so-called “canalis”
were observed through the
telescope, people have
pictured life on the red planet,
and been inspired towards
further exploration . Mars
constitutes a major step toward
understanding our own place and
existence in the universe.
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There is evidence that Mars was once a less hostile environment,
with warmer temperatures, liquid water, a thicker atmosphere, and
a magnetic field. It may have been a habitable planet. Searching
for life on the red planet is one of the major rationales behind
Martian exploration.
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WHAT HAVE WE FOUND RECENTLY?
he first close-up observations of Mars were made by Mariner 4 about 50 years ago.
Since then, and particularly over the last decade, several operational orbiter, lander,
and rover missions have sent back precious data that have significantly enhanced
our understanding of Mars. Recent geological and atmospheric findings have
revealed the presence of shallow ground ice, strong residual crustal magnetism, and
regolith perchlorates concentrations in the Martian environment. All of these
discoveries have greatly stimulated the debate on the habitability of Mars.
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The Phoenix probe and Curiosity rover found perchlorates on the surface,
supporting the idea of global distribution of perchlorates in the Martian
regolith. Chlorine has also been detected in the soil, showing that chlorine is
distributed at similar levels from the equator to midlatitudes
in both hemispheres.
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The first surface measurements of atmospheric methane on
Mars have recently been made by the Curiosity rover. They
reveal a background level of methane that varies significantly,
both spatially and temporally. These variations occur on
timescales far shorter than the expected lifetime of methane.
We need new explanations for these seemingly active processes,
such as unknown sources and sinks that may reasonably be
abiotic, extraneous, or possibly biological.

The isotopic composition of rocks and minerals from meteorites that we believe originate on
Mars provides information about the past Martian climate and atmospheric history.
Measurements of the ratio of hydrogen isotopes reflect the presence of large amounts of
liquid water lost over the planet’s history. Measurements of argon and xenon isotopes by
the Curiosity rover, as well as the MAVEN orbiter, suggest that Mars used to
have a thicker atmosphere, which was mostly stripped away.
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In 201 3, the Sample Analysis at Mars instrument onboard the
Mars Science Laboratory at Gale crater made the first definite
measurement of organic compounds on Mars in
concentrations between 1 50 and 300 parts per billion. Whether
the organics formed on Mars or were delivered by meteorites
remains unclear.

Without a global magnetic field and with a thinner
atmosphere than Earth’s, the surface of Mars is highly exposed
to hazardous space radiation coming from solar and galactic sources.
Measurements of the radiation levels have been made by the Curiosity rover, both
on the Martian surface and during its 253-day transit.
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Map of Mars
with landers
and rovers
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Ground water ice was observed by the Mars Express and Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter spacecraft in midlatitude new impact craters. Curiosity data from the John
Klein and Cumberland drilling areas at the equator showed that the most abundant
gas was water vapor. The latest findings from Mars Odyssey provide evidence
opposing previous beliefs that recurring slope lineae were formed by the
evaporation of briny water.
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The Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft detected anomalously
strong localized magnetic fields over the surface. The
sources of this magnetism are found within the crust, possibly
recording an internal dynamo on Mars, which ceased four billion
years ago. Mapping of crustal magnetism reveals curious lineations
and a hemispherical dichotomy.

Nitrates were found in aeolian and mudstone formations in Gale crater by the
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Sample Analysis at Mars instrument onboard the Curiosity rover. The existence
of nitrates in both types of sources indicates the process that transformed
atmospheric nitrogen to nitrates is likely a global one – that is, impact or
volcanic activity.
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Enhanced spatial resolution of mineralogy measurements
from the surface allowed the discovery of isolated outcrops
that could not be identified from orbit. Findings include
clay minerals that point to the presence of flowing
MINE water on the surface in the past, as well as
R
phyllosilicates (clays) and hydrated sulfates.
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WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE HUMAN MISSIONS?
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ecent discoveries present new opportunities for future human exploration. The
findings related to chemical compounds, such as water and perchlorates, offer
potential applications through in-situ resource utilization (ISRU). For example,
rather than carry water to Mars, we should be able to extract it from the regolith
or crater ice. Nitrates could be used for farming. Some of the new discoveries may
present new technological challenges as well as serious threats for human health
on Mars.
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Availability of new
resources implies
new potential
landing sites
that will have to
be thoroughly
mapped.

WTH
Crops can easily provide basic materials for human survival:
food and oxygen. Agriculture could be sustained with
bacteria, extracting nitrates from the soil of Mars, and
removing perchlorates. Growing crops in a greenhouse and
injecting carbon dioxide from the atmosphere would allow for
higher yields, eliminating the need to bring food all the way
from Earth.

The Martian regolith stands as one of the most important in situ resources
useful to a human Mars exploration mission. Both water and nitrates can be
extracted to feed into the human and plant habitat, and the regolith itself can be used as a building material.
New technologies, such as 3D printing, open the potential of manufacturing on Mars. Additionally, recent
findings of ice along midlatitudes provide a second significant source of water. Developments in mining and
processing techniques will mean these resources need not be brought from Earth.
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Living on Mars represents a real challenge for human health . Low gravity
has always been an issue but most recent findings pose new problems.
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Perchlorates can interfere with thyroid functions, which can
in turn affect metabolism. High levels of radiation on the
surface may impact crewmembers’ immune and
reproductive systems.
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NEGATIVE
EFFECTS
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Lungs
Immune system

Reproductive system

POSITIVE EFFECTS

Bone loss

Presence of nitrate and water in the soil may
allow nutrient-rich food to be grown on the
planet.
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ISRU can help provide the fuel for the ascent vehicle,
thus sparing the extra mass for the trip to Mars. Resources
like dioxygen (extracted from perchlorates) and methane
can be used as liquid propellant for the rocket.
T VE H I C LE
Combined, the new discoveries might help
EN
reduce the overall cost of human Mars
missions dramatically.
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Recent findings show that water could be extracted and used as
part of the ECLSS cycle, while oxygen from the Martian
atmosphere could resupply the habitat atmosphere for the
consumption of the crew. Nitrogen extracted from the
atmosphere and from nitrates would balance the habitat
air pressure in case of minor leaks. New developments in
biological filtration of water could largely increase the
reliability of the water recycling loop process.

Muscle loss

WHAT IS THE RECOMMENDED ROADMAP?
WATE
R

o address the challenges implied by the new Martian
discoveries, the aMARTE team has gathered a set of
scientific and technological recommendations. Suggested
developments included in the roadmap could be
implemented in Earth laboratories, on analog or
precursor missions, or directly on
Mars.
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Use high-resolution
remote sensing to
locate resources

Conduct sample
return mission

Characterize the
atmosphere for landing
systems

Investigate availability of
nitrates on site
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Develop dust
mitigation
techniques
Improve
simulation of
regolith to test ISRU

Demonstrate plant
growth in Martian
regolith
Test ISRU
techniques with
regolith simulants
Develop
bioregenerative life
support systems
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MARS
ON

Drill surface to
search for life
Evaluate toxicity of
Martian regolith

Map subsurface
water

Map levels of
methane over time

Study Mars
radiative environment
at low altitudes

Measure radiation in
magnetized areas

E

FIRST HUMAN ON MARS

Evaluate the
feasibility of navigation
techniques using crustal
magnetism

Test mining and
water extraction
techniques

TI M

Identify origin and
location of atmospheric
methane

Test 3D printing
techniques with Martian
regolith
Develop radiation
protection
techniques

Test mining and
water extraction
techniques on Mars

Develop
technologies to
transform perchlorates
into oxygen

WHAT ARE THE LONG-TERM CONSIDERATIONS?
ecent discoveries will have implications for the bigger picture of human Mars
exploration. We have already seen the practical implications for mission design.
New findings will also modify the way we envision the future of Mars exploration
in general, and may have more profound repercussions in the long term. From the
necessity of international cooperation and the involvement of the private sector, to
the search for extraterrestrial life, interplanetary protection, and terraforming,
recent findings spur many ethical, societal, cultural, and philosophical questions
that we must address before planning our way to Mars.
The future of Mars exploration relies on an international effort.
Collaboration among countries is essential for the success of this
endeavor, as has been the case for the International Space Station.
Countries with increasingly capable space programs, such as China, will
play a critical part, and many more will most likely
join in the years to come. Working as a united
species will allow us to develop a global
infrastructure for a sustainable space
exploration program.

The first words that will be pronounced
upon arrival of the first human on Mars
will have to reflect the cultural
diversity of the inhabitants
of Earth and echo the
inspirational message
conveyed by the
Apollo 1 1 Moon
mission.

The flag to be planted on Mars
should not be associated with
colonialism. It should be neutral
in nature and represent Earth
and humanity as a whole.

How

Here we display a
201 5 proposal for an
international flag of
planet Earth designed
by a Swedish
University.
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Terraforming is the process of
artificially creating a sustainable
environment suitable for a long
duration human stay on a planet.
There are several techniques
potentially associated with the
terraforming of Mars, such as
placing mirrors in orbit
around Mars to heat up the
surface and exploiting an
artificial greenhouse effect.
The aftermath of such a
process is currently unknown.
Terraforming proposals have
elicited strong reactions from the
public.
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Cross-contamination resulting from ISRU,
circulation of materials, crew rotation, and
hypothetical transfer of genetic material
between Martian and human organisms,
will pose legal and ethical challenges. We
must develop specific guidelines and a
common framework for a human mission
to Mars to avoid contamination of
Martian areas that could
harbor life.
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The idea of discovering life elsewhere in the universe is
terrifying and intriguing at the same time. Extraterrestrial life
should be considered as valuable as life on Earth, and we
will have to decide cautiously how we want to accommodate
and interact with potential forms of life on Mars.

The presence of humans on Mars will shape a different
future on Earth. It could trigger theologians to
reinterpret scriptures and accommodate
the new discoveries, making
profound changes in our
existence.

CONCLUSION

New discoveries made by Curiosity, Phoenix, and other missions on Mars have vastly
improved our understanding of its environment. These recent findings have to be
accommodated and potentially exploited in the design of future human missions.
Before we set foot on Mars we need to redirect some of our resources towards certain key
areas and technologies connected to these discoveries, such as ISRU and radiation
protection. To that end, we have built a comprehensive set of recommendations for future
scientific and technological development in the form of a suggested roadmap.
Finally, as we are making our way to the red planet, we also identify new challenges that
will arise from broader perspectives impacting humanity as a whole. aMARTE looks
forward to a future on Mars.
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